We investigate the accuracies of different coupled cluster levels in a finite model solid, the 14 electron spinnon-polarised uniform electron gas. For densities between r s = 0.5 a 0 and r s = 5 a 0 , we calculate ground state correlation energies with stochastic coupled cluster ranging from coupled cluster singles and doubles (CCSD) to coupled cluster including all excitations up to quintuples (CCSDTQ5). We find the need to add triple excitations for an accuracy of 0.01eV/electron beyond r s = 0.5 a 0 . Quadruple excitations start being significant past r s = 3 a 0 . At r s = 5 a 0 , CCSD gives a correlation energy with a 16% error and CCSDT is in error by 2% compared to the CCSDTQ5 result. CCSDTQ5 gives an energy in agreement with full configuration interaction quantum Monte Carlo results.
I. INTRODUCTION

Coupled cluster theory
1-3 is known as the gold standard of ab initio molecular simulations giving energies to chemical accuracy of about 1 kcal mol −1 (see review Ref. 4) . Moreover, its accuracy is systematically improvable as more excitation levels are added. Driven by the need for systematically improvable methods in solids, coupled cluster is now increasingly being applied to periodic systems, see e.g. Refs. 5-12. In this paper we apply the stochastic coupled cluster method 13, 14 to the dense uniform electron gas to assess the performance of coupled cluster in periodic systems at representative electron densities. Performing coupled cluster stochastically can often reduce the memory requirements and computational scaling. It can therefore reach higher basis sets and coupled cluster levels than conventional implementations.
While coupled cluster is just starting to emerge as a useful tool for solid calculations, density functional theory (DFT) 15, 16 is one of the most widely used ab initio electronic structure methods in extended systems. It scales favourably (O(n 3 ) or even O(n) (see e.g. Ref. 17) where n is a measure for the system size) but it is not systematically improvable and it can have difficulties with strongly correlated systems 18 . These and other shortcomings have led to an interest in applying alternative methods to periodic systems. Besides coupled cluster, these include for example the random phase approximation (RPA) [19] [20] [21] , second order Møller-Plesset perturbation theory (MP2) 22 , diffusion Monte Carlo (DMC) 23 and (initiator) full configuration interaction quantum Monte Carlo (FCIQMC) 8, 24, 25 . RPA yields a ground state energy that is equal to the energy output of a version of ring diagram coupled cluster doubles (CCD) 26, 27 . MP2 has been shown to diverge a) Electronic mail: van26@cam.ac.uk in the thermodynamic limit in the uniform electron gas whereas it is unclear whether coupled cluster singles and doubles (CCSD) does 28, 29 . DMC scales as O(n 3 ) 23 and can give the exact answer provided sufficient a priori information about the wavefunction is available. FCIQMC gives exact energies within a finite basis set without requiring a priori knowledge of the wavefunction. Most such calculations are now performed with the initiator approximation 25 that adds a bias to the energy which can be systematically reduced as more Monte Carlo particles are added to the system. FCIQMC has so far been applied to small systems, including LiH (3×3×3 k point mesh with 2 electrons and 2 orbitals per k point) and diamond (2×2×2 k points with 8 electrons and 8 orbitals per k point) 8 . Since FCIQMC samples the whole Hilbert space, it is often more expensive than a level of coupled cluster that is sufficient for accurate energies.
The system we study here is the uniform electron gas (UEG) [30] [31] [32] which is a simple model for a periodic system where the positive lattice potential of the atomic nuclei is approximated by a uniform positive background potential; the energies of electron gases play an important role in density functional theory [31] [32] [33] . There exists accurate ground state energy data for the high density regime based on the finite UEG with the FCIQMC [34] [35] [36] and DMC [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] methods. Versions of coupled cluster have been applied to the UEG in the thermodynamic limit, see e.g. 26, 46, 47 . CCSD and CCSDT have been applied to the finite three-dimensional (3D) UEG 14, 29, 34, [48] [49] [50] . Shepherd 50 has extrapolated finite CCSD/CCD results in the 3D UEG to the thermodynamic limit and has compared them to Ceperley and Alder's DMC energies 37 (see figure 2c in Ref. 50). Using these DMC energies as a reference, the extrapolated CCSD correlation energy has an error of under 10% at r s = 1.0 a 0 which increases to about 20% at r s = 5.0 a 0 . Another recent study 14 has performed initiator and non-initiator stochastic coupled cluster in the CCSD and CCSDT levels on the dense 14 electron 3D UEG. The difference between CCSD and CCSDT was found to be significant even in the low cor-relation regime at r s < 1.0 a 0 . r s is the radius of a sphere that on average contains one electron. In this paper, we apply coupled cluster up to the CCSDTQ5 level which included quintuple excitations directly to the 14 electron non-spin-polarized UEG in the range r s = 0.5 to 5.0 a 0 which is representative of some common simple solids (e.g. see Ref. 30 sum is over all possibleâ i , Ψ 0 will tend to the full configuration interaction (FCI) wavefunction. Coupled cluster theory has the advantage over doing (F)CI that it can truncate the sum forT to only include some excitorsâ i while still being size consistent. Coupled cluster singles and doubles (CCSD) for example only includes excitors that excite one or two electrons whereas CCSDT also includes excitors that excite three electrons from the reference and so on. Due to the exponential in equation 1, higher order excitations are still present indirectly, created by a combination of lower order ones and therefore dependent on their coefficients t i .
Stochastic Coupled Cluster makes use of the sparsity of the wavefunction, and uses sampling to decrease computational and memory costs. To understand the sampling algorithm, we first project the Schrödinger equation onto some determinant D m | giving a set of equations
Instead of explicitly solving these equations, the ground state wavefunction is formed by a projection from the
After some manipulation, 13,14 this yields an iterative equation for the amplitudes t i ,
Monte Carlo particles are placed on the excitorsâ i . They are then propagated to sample equation 3 which is explained in more detail in the following paragraph. At convergence, the average population on an excitorâ i corresponds to its coefficient t i . These particles do not have to be discrete and can take real-valued weights 53, 54 . We start the Monte Carlo sampling by randomly picking a cluster (i.e. a combination) of excitors that are occupied by particles. They act on the reference determinant to yield an excited determinant D n . The three major steps are 13,24 :
• Spawn: Another determinant D m that may be unoccupied or occupied is randomly chosen. With a probability proportional to | D m |Ĥ |D n |, Monte Carlo particles can spawn toâ m .
• Death/Birth: With a probability proportional to | D n |Ĥ − S − E HF |D n | a particle is placed on a n . S is the population-controlling shift, described below, and E HF is the Hartree-Fock energy.
• Annihilation: Finally, particles of opposite sign on the same excitor are removed.
The ground state correlation energy is estimated by the projected energy
and, independently, by the above-mentioned shift. The shift is usually set to zero at the beginning and when the particle number N is high enough (when we have passed the plateau phase of the sampling 13, 55 ) it is varied as
where γ is a damping parameter and Z is the number of iterations to pass before the shift is updated. Franklin et al. 52 have modified equation 3 (which later had E replaced by the sum of the shift S and the Hartree Fock energy E HF ) to
which we use as well. We use equation 4 to find an estimate of for E proj. . This change does not affect the Spawn and Annihilation steps. If a single excitor a n was selected before the Spawn step, the (modified) Death/Birth step causes a particle to die/be created on a n with a probability proportional to | D n |Ĥ − S − E HF |D n |. For composite clusters, i.e. if two or more excitors were selected and collapsed to a n , the probability is proportional to 24, 25 while only using non-initiator CCMC. The error bars of the data presented here were estimated by reblocking analysis 58 using pyblock 59 and the correlation energies are obtained from the projected energy. For the data presented here, the projected energy agrees with the shift within 2σ. Errors were combined in quadrature. We found no significant population control bias using a reweighting scheme used in DMC 60 and adapted to FCIQMC 61 .
III. UNIFORM ELECTRON GAS
We used a plane wave basis and studied the 14 electron non-spin-polarised electron gas. The simulation was performed in three dimensional k space, where the set of k are the wavevectors of the M/2 plane waves, with a cubic simulation box with sides of length L. A kinetic energy cutoff was used to select the plane waves. In k space and using second quantisation, the Hamiltonian is expressed aŝ
c † k /ĉ k creates/annihilates an electron with momentum k and V M is the Madelung constant that does not affect the correlation energy. r s = (
where N is the number of electrons.
IV. EXTRAPOLATION TO COMPLETE BASIS SET LIMIT
Coupled cluster singles and doubles (CCSD) is the least expensive level of coupled cluster. Owing to momentum and spin conservation, CCSD is equivalent to CCD in the UEG. At first, we extrapolated CCSD calculations to the complete basis set (CBS) limit for the 14 electron UEG. We then estimated the CBS limit of the other truncation levels studied by extrapolating energy differences between truncation levels and adding this to the CBS CCSD result. This is similar to the idea of focal point analysis as described in e.g. Ref. 62 .
Shepherd et al. 34 have shown that for MP2, the correlation energy for a finite basis set with M spinorbitals goes as 1/M in the leading order for large M . They and other studies 14, 35, 36, 50, 63, 64 have used this trend and shown that it also holds reasonably well for CCSD and FCI(QMC). These studies have usually excluded points with larger 1/M that were no longer in the region in which 1/M is a good fit.
In this study, we have decided to modify this approach to allow higher orders of 1/M to be considered as well. This accounts for the fact that 1/M is merely a leading order term and by adding higher orders we allow for correction terms to account for the part of the energy not accounted for by 1/M . There are two aspects that need to be considered when choosing the best fit curve: What polynomial are we fitting, i.e. what is the highest order of 1/M to include, and how many points with high 1/M should be excluded from the fit?
Starting with the lowest order polynomial to fit (1/M when fitting CCSD and a constant when fitting coupled cluster differences), we first fit all the data points and then start excluding points with lowest M . For each fit, we calculate χ 2 over number of degrees of freedom
where y i is a data value, f (x i ) is its fitted value and σ i is the standard deviation of y i 65 . As soon as we reach a local minimum in the χ 2 /#d.o.f. value, we stop removing points and note down the value at 1/M = 0 given by the fit at the local minimum. If no local minimum can be found before there are as few data points left as the number of fitting parameters, then the search for a best fit for the first polynomial was unsuccessful. We then repeat this procedure of consecutively removing data points with the next order polynomials, initially starting with a full set of data points again. We fit linear, quadratic and cubic polynomials and a constant as well if we are fitting to differences. Finally, we compare the results of the fits at local minima in the number of points at 1/M = 0. If the lowest order fit result agrees with the higher order ones within 2σ, we accept it as the CBS result. If it does not agree with all the higher ones, we compare the second lowest order fit result to its higher order fit results, etc. This process can continue up comparing the CBS results from the highest two polynomials. If there is still no CBS result at the end, then the extrapolation was not successful and a CBS value has to be estimated (see results section for individual cases).
As an example, figure 1 shows the best fits with the lowest χ 2 /#d.o.f. for r s = 0.5 a 0 CCSD and 14 electrons. The linear and the quadratic fit intercepts do not agree within 2σ. The quadratic and cubic fits agree which meant that we took the quadratic fit intercept as the CBS result. We have used the curve fit function in the SciPy (5) ha, best quadratic fit (green, solid line, excluding two data points) with b 0 = -0.58850(6) ha and best cubic fit (red, long dashes, excluding one data point), giving b 0 = -0.58848(7) ha. The CBS limit is then taken to be -0.58850(6) ha from the quadratic fit, as the linear fit and the quadratic fit do not agree within 2σ whereas the quadratic and cubic fits agree within 2σ. The CBS result is shown with a light blue horizontal line that has a thickness of twice its error.
were treated as absolute and not relative weights.
V. RESULTS Figure 2 shows how the differences in correlation energy between consecutive coupled cluster levels vary with r s for different numbers of spinorbitals M . As a reference, an accuracy of 0.01 eV/electron = 0.00037 ha/electron is shown with dashed horizontal lines. This is of a similar order of magnitude as chemical accuracy (ca. 0.04 eV/molecule 23 ). To distinguish solid phases from each other, enthalpy differences of about 0.1 eV/atom often need to be resolved and at room temperature an accuracy of 0.01 eV in the energy is desired (see Ref. 68 for details). We have therefore chosen 0.01 eV/electron as a guide for energies to be of sufficient accuracy.
The CCSD to CCSDTQ5 CBS values are summarized in table I. Note that while figure 2 quotes energies in energies per electron, table I shows energies for 14 electrons. First, the CCSD CBS value was found and then the CBS limit of differences between consecutive coupled cluster levels were added on to find the CBS limit of the other truncation levels. herd et al. 36 are given and additionally for r s = 0.5 and 1.0 a 0 , new FCIQMC CBS results are presented for comparison. When using the initiator approximation 25 , the FCIQMC correlation energies values for a certain number of spinorbitals M were estimated by fitting horizontal lines to energy against number of Monte Carlo particles curves, consecutively removing data points with the least number of particles. The energy at the global minimum in χ 2 /#d.o.f. when fitting a horizontal line is taken as the energy result. The error in the average number of particles was very small and therefore ignored. For the (i)FCIQMC results with r s = 0.5 and 1.0 a 0 , the initiator approximation was used for M greater then 358 and 66 respectively. The initiator method was not used for CCMC calculations in this study.
VI. DISCUSSION Figure 2a shows that CCSD gives an accuracy worse than 0.01 eV/electron for r s greater than 0.5 a 0 as the difference between CCSD and CCSDT is greater than 0.01 eV/electron. Considering figure 2b, CCSDT seems to be sufficient up to r s = 2.0 a 0 . As the differences in correlation energy increase in magnitude with M and the M = 162 energy for r s = 3.0 a 0 is close to 0.01 eV/electron, one should be cautious about using CCSDT for r s = 3.0 a 0 . Figure 2c shows that the difference between CCSDTQ and CCSDTQ5 is not negligible for r s greater than 2.0 a 0 .
Of course, this analysis implicitly assumes that the energy is monotonically decreasing with coupled cluster level. If the difference to the next excitation level is bigger than 0.01 eV/electron, we expect the difference to the true energy also to be greater than 0.01 eV/electron. However, we found that in our case, the energy was monotonically decreasing and the CCSDTQ5 result agrees very well with FCIQMC, see table I. This supports our approach of comparing the energy difference to the next excitation level when assessing accuracies. Figure 3 shows the difference in correlation energy found with CCSD, CCSDT and CCSDTQ to the correlation energy found with CCSDTQ5 as a fraction of the CCSDTQ5 correlation energy. Given that the CCSDTQ5 energy shown in table I is merely a lower bound for the true magnitude of the CCSDTQ5 energy, the errors presented here are also lower bounds. The error in CCSD is at least 16% for r s = 5.0 a 0 and for CCSDT it is still as big as about 2%. The error of CCSDTQ is small but noticable for r s = 5.0 a 0 . This means that for a study of a solid with r s ≈ 4 a 0 say, e.g. sodium, CCSD may give a correlation energy that is off by over 12% and the error with CCSDT is still over 1%. As the energy differences between coupled cluster levels increase with r s , properties such as the lattice parameter or the bulk modulus will be underestimated by low orders of coupled cluster.
As Shepherd et al. 34 already noted, for low r s , MP2 14 values. Our CBS correlation energies are less negative. We can explain these deviations by considering the shape of the extrapolation curves such as figure 1. Our CCSD calculations went up to 18342/11150 spinorbitals for r s = 0.5/1.0 a 0 and that was our starting point to extrapolate higher truncations and FCIQMC from. Shepherd et al. 36 and Spencer et al.
14 only considered M up to 4218 at most. If fewer data points with low 1/M are present and a linear fit is employed (as Shepherd et al. 36 and Spencer et al. 14 did), the intercept with the y axis, the CBS energy estimate, will be more negative than in the case where lower 1/M are present and higher fits are allowed. Our FCIQMC values quoted in table I were found by extrapolating the difference between the CCSDTQ/CCSDT and the FCIQMC values for r s = 0.5/1.0 a 0 as CCSDTQ/CCSDT was the highest coupled cluster data set that contained the highest M used in our FCIQMC study for r s = 0.5/1.0 a 0 respectively. Had we instead extrapolated FCIQMC directly, the results would have been -0.59497(4) ha (instead of -0.59467(9) ha) with a linear fit for r s = 0.5. For this direct fit we included spinorbitals up to M = 4218 and when we extrapolated differences, we used information from the CCSD result with spinorbitals up to 18342. This shows that it is crucial to include large numbers of virtual orbitals to converge to the correct answer. We TABLE I: Summary of complete basis set extrapolated results for the correlation energy of the 14 electron uniform electron gas in hartrees. 14 values may also be due to initiator energies that are not converged fully. We have not used the initiator approximation for coupled cluster data here.
VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that CCSD and CCSDT are limited for modelling finite solids that can be described by the 14 electron uniform electron gas with r s greater than 2.0 a 0 . A comparison with CCSDTQ5 has shown that if an accuracy of 0.01 eV/electron is desired, CCSDT is required beyond r s = 0.5 a 0 and CCSDTQ is worth considering beyond r s = 3.0 a 0 . At r s = 5.0 a 0 , CCSD only reproduces up to about 84% of the correlation energy and CCSDT up to about 98%.
This study has demonstrated that there can be a need for coupled cluster orders beyond CCSDT when modelling finite correlated solid-state systems.
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